Using Determiners
1. Tick the examples that use the correct
article.

4. James and Toria look at the sentence
below.
Yesterday, we ate ________ exquisite meal at
________ Indian restaurant called Anita’s.

A. the event

In order to complete the
sentence correctly, I think
the article ‘a’ should be used
before exquisite and Indian.

B. a honourable man
C. an igloo
D. a wizard
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2. Insert the most suitable determiner to
the sentence below.

the

I think the article ‘an’ should
be used before exquisite and
the article ‘the’ can be used
before Indian.

Who is correct? Explain why.

Ruby cut the watermelon into
equal pieces.
Ruby cut a watermelon into
equal pieces.

an
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3. Underline any errors in the sentences
below.

R

6. Using the words below, create two
sentences with different articles before
the nouns. The first sentence should use a
known article and the second an
unknown article.

Its manager had to choose an
uniform for his staff. He had the
choice of picking some blue,
black or red outfit. A decision
was made and he opted for
the red uniform.

photographer
wedding venue
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5. Explain how the use of the underlined
articles affect the meaning of the
sentences below.

We had science this morning
and we were learning about
the cycle of _______________ moon.
few
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Using Determiners
1. A, C and D
2. the
3. Its manager had to choose an uniform for his staff. He had the choice of picking some
blue, black or red outfit. A decision was made and he opted for the red uniform.
4. Toria is correct because the exquisite meal is an unknown noun so the article ‘an’ must
be used. She is correct in identifying that the article ‘the’ can be added before Indian as
it is a known noun.
5. The first sentence uses a known article ‘the’ to show that Ruby cut a specific
watermelon into many equal pieces. The second sentence uses the unknown article ‘a’
to show that Ruby cut any watermelon into many equal pieces.
6. Various answers, for example: The photographer took many photographs in different
locations around a wedding venue; A photographer was requested by the wedding
venue to come and take pictures of the surroundings for their website.
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